SC-740 10" INSPECTION PORT DETAIL

ON CORRUGATION CREST
INSERATA TEE TO BE CENTERED
PART # 079A07-50
(500 mm) INSERATA TEE

10" (250 mm) INSERATA TEE
WITH USE OF OPEN GRATE
PART # 65430X

FLEXSTORM CATCH T

SC-710 CHAMBER
10" (250 mm) SDR35 PIPE

GRAITE: 199465
SOLID COVER: 199465
PART # 7146010P
COVER GRATE
DRAIN BOD V/W/SOLID HINGED
15" (375 mm) NEROPLAST INL

18" (450 mm) MIN WIDTH
CONCRETE COLLAR NOT REQUIRED

CONCRETE SLAB
8" (200 mm) MIN THICKNESS

PAVEMENT

For Unapproved Applications

Concrete Collar Not Required